Our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying the very fine auditory frequency discrimination exhibited by listeners remains far from complete. To investigate this question we developed a functional model of the cochlear process in sufficient detail to allow the simulation of the principal characteristics of the cochlea's response to multi-tone and noise stimuli over a wide range of input levels. The model simulates level-dependent changes in frequency selectivity, combination-tone distortion, tone-on-tone suppression and masking, adaptation, and criticalband masking. The model is structured as 3000 channels, each consisting of a basilar membrane bandpass filter and inner-hair cell assembly. Input to each channel is the stapes displacement signal, and the output consists of ten independent stochastic point processes that are transmitted to the CNS on auditory-nerve fibers (ANFs). Our main purpose is to address these questions: (1) What narrowband spectrum information is available in the cochlea output? (2) How is this information encoded on the ANFs? (3) How might it be decoded in the CNS? An analysis of ensemble coding of the cochlear output showed that the precision (signal-to-noise ratio) of the information decoded by the CNS frequency analysis is directly related to the bandwidth of the basilar membrane filters.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms underlying auditory frequency analysis have long been the central question of hearing science. The principal functional elements of the auditory process have been known, at least since the mid 19 th century (see Wever, 1949 , for a historical review). Now, despite the powerful theoretical and experimental techniques developed over the past half century, the fundamental questions concerning where and how narrow-band frequency analysis might be carried out are still not resolved. The present paper is intended to address these questions: (1) what frequency analysis is carried out by the cochlea and the auditory nerve, (2) what information is encoded on the auditory nerve (AN), and (3) how might this information be recovered by the central auditory system
A FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF COCHLEAR PROCESSING
An outline of this model is shown in Fig. 1 , along with the step-by-step progress through the model of a 1000 Hz, 60 dB SPL tone. This is not a new model. It is rather an assembly of sub-processes of the cochlea that have been well understood for several decades (for reviews, see Gulick et al. 1989; Robles & Ruggero, 2001; Moller, 2006) .
The model represents the cochlear process as 3000 parallel channels corresponding to the roughly 3000 inner hair cells (IHCs) that are distributed along a 30 mm basilar membrane (BM) 1 . Each channel consists of three stages: (1) A basilar membrane (BM) filtering stage; (2) The IHC transduction stage which transforms each BM filter output -the hydro-mechanical displacements at this IHC's stereocilia -into a time-varying IHC receptor potential (RP), neurotransmitter density and firing probability at the synapses of ~ 10 AN fibers at the base of this IHC; (3) The neural pulse generating stage which converts the time varying firing probability into pulses on these ~ 10 AN fibers. Figure 1 also shows the process extended beyond the cochlea and into the less well known CNS where channel output signals are recovered and the magnitudes of the frequency components of the input stimulus are determined. These conjectured CNS processes are the result of our analysis of neural coding by the cochlea.
Basilar Membrane Band Pass Filters
The basilar membrane's complex response to sound remains the subject of current research (Julicher et al. 2001; Shera et al. 2007; Bell 2007) . We model the process with two nonlinear sub-processes: (1) a dynamic range compression process where the immense 100 dB input range at the stapes is compressed to a membrane displacement range of ~ 40 dB. Dynamic range compression is generally attributed to changes in gain resulting from positive feedback by active outer hair cells (OHCs). The compression function was derived from the BM response data of Johnstone et al. 1986, and Cooper and Rhode, 1997, and (2) a bank of 3000 bandpass filters corresponding to the 3000 IHCs that are uniformly distributed along the BM with characteristic frequencies (CFs) specified by the Greenwood formula (Greenwood 1961) . Filter bandwidths vary with input level and instantaneous amplitude compression generates combination tone and harmonic distortion. This model's level related filter characteristics, shown in Figure 2 , were derived from the isointensity curves reported by Rose et al., 1971 . Filter banks corresponding to input levels of 20, 60, and 90 dB SPL were constructed and are selected appropriately by the input level of each experiment (the "pseudo linear" filter technique of Carney, 1988) .
In this preliminary stage of the study which is focused on the neural encoding of sustained single tones, instantaneous amplitude compression was not included in the BM filtering process as its harmonic distortion products have no effect on the analysis precision of single tones. The amplitude compressive nonlinearity of the filters will be a principal factor in the next phase of the study which will focus on two-tone and critical-band masking.
The dominant characteristic of BM filters is their extreme variation with level. Sharply tuned at low input levels, their bandwidth increases on the low frequency side as input level increases. At typical speech levels of 60 dB they are unable to resolve even the broad spectral maxima corresponding to formants (Sachs and Young, 1979) . The inescapable conclusion is that high resolution frequency analysis must be carried out in the CNS.
Inner Hair Cell Transduction
Functionally, each IHC transduces the basilar membrane response at its stereocilia into a time varying cell membrane potential and instantaneous firing probability (in a short time interval) at the synapses of ~10 afferent AN fibers. This immensely complex biophysical process has been modeled in detail by Sumner et al. (2002) among others. For our purpose of tracking the broad functional characteristics of frequency analysis, a purely functional approach is sufficient. We represent the IHC transduction process as a sequence of three relatively simple subprocesses: (1) Soft half-wave rectification, (2) 1 kHz lowpass filtering, (3) Automatic gain control (AGC) with ~ 20 ms. time constant.
Soft Half-Wave Rectification
Basilar membrane movements at this IHC-place displace its stereocilia, modulating a standing flow of charges into the cell and causing a proportional variation in its trans-membrane potential -its receptor potential. Stereocilia displacements are not symmetrical however and displacements in one direction are much more effective than in the other. The result is a soft half-wave rectification of the basilar membrane filter output signal as shown in Figure 1 -(c). large amplitude signals are completely half-wave rectified while small signals are left relatively unchanged. The principal frequency effect of the rectification stage is to add large amounts of harmonic distortion to the basilar membrane filter output signal -which must ultimately add to the difficulty of accurate frequency analysis of the BM filter output signal.
kHz Low-Pass Filter
The BM filter output signal, now soft half-wave rectified, is further modified by progressive attenuation at frequencies above 1 kHz. This lowpass filtering effect is attributed (principally) to cell membrane capacitance which provides a low impedance path through the cell membrane for high frequency components of the receptor potential, shunting them out of the cell (Cody and Russell, 1987 ). Frequency components above 1 kHz are increasingly attenuated and effectively reduced to zero at ~5 kHz. The implications for spectrum analysis are very direct: Above 5 kHz only the DC level of the rectified filter output remains and the frequency resolution provided by the auditory system is limited to that of the high frequency BM filters.
Signal Average Compression by Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
This stage of IHC transduction is adapted principally from the Schroeder and Hall reservoir depletionreplenishment model of IHC transduction (Schroeder and Hall, 1974) . By this model the instantaneous neurotransmitter (NT) density and firing probability at the cell's afferent fibers are proportional to: 1) the instantaneous quantity of NT in the cell reservoir, and 2) the sum of the instantaneous receptor potential and a small constant spontaneous rate (SR) quantity that is independent of acoustic input. The reservoir level or 'gain' of the process is instantly reduced by firings (which consume NT), and is replenished at a constant rate. The reservoir capacity and the replenishment rate are such that instantaneous changes in NT consumption rate by firings cause the gain to change with a time constant of ~ 20 msec. The result is classical adaptation behavior -gain is high following a period of low signal level, and is reduced by sustained high signal levels. AGC by average compression provides a large dynamic range while preserving the short time wave shape of the signal -the half-wave rectified low pass filtered BM displacement 2 .
Neural Coding and Transmission
The cochlear output signals -the time varying neurotransmitter density of each IHC -are converted into neural pulses on the ~10 AN fibers that are synapsed to each IHC. This is the cochlea's last opportunity to refine the coarse frequency analysis of the BM filtering before the problem is passed on to the central nervous system.
Exactly what aspects of the cochlear output signals does this process encode on the AN? How are these aspects encoded, and with what precision? These questions have been debated without resolution since the theories of Helmholtz and Rutherford and particularly since the "Volley coding" theory of Wever (1949) .
The principal characteristics of the pulse coding process are well known: (1) Pulses are generated randomly in time -repeating the stimulus does not produce the same pulse pattern. (2) Each firing is followed by an absolute refractory period of ~1.0 ms and a relative refractory period of ~10 ms. (3) Pulses differ meaningfully only in their time of occurrence; consequently, in terms of information content, a pulse sequence is properly modeled as a random point process, and (4) The instantaneous probability of a pulse occurring on a non-refractory fiber is a linear function of the half-wave rectified, lowpass filtered, AGC'd output of the BM filter at the IHC innervated by that fiber. This last relationship was dramatically exhibited in the stimulus-overlaid period histograms of Rose et al. (1971) 3 , reproduced here in Figure 4 . This histogram was compiled by summing, on the same quantized time scale, the random point process responses of one AN fiber to 4000 repetitions of one period of a complex stimulus. The time scale is quantized into 0.1 ms time-bins (the Nyquist sample rate of a 5 kHz bandwidth signal), and the pointprocess pulses are summed into these time bins. The overlaid stimulus was constructed by adjusting the phases and amplitudes of its component sinusoids to maximize its coincidence with the histogram. The optimum aligning amplitude and phase are interpreted as the changes in the stimulus resulting from the BM filtering and the IHC processing. 2 It is of interest to note that this AGC process based on the running average of the signal would not be possible if the signal were not half-wave rectified, since the average of a symmetrical waveform is always zero. Note also that the softness of the half-wave rectification is a parsimonious design since low-level signals do not require amplitude compression. 3 In this one magnificent paper, Rose and his colleagues exhibited all of the major characteristics of cochlear processing, including nonlinear level-dependent bandpass filtering, half-wave rectification, adaptation of the waveform average by AGC, progressive loss of signal with frequency, and the linear representation of the broadband receptor potential waveform as a time-varying probability of firing on the AN. The interpretation of this data as the instantaneous firing probability and the half-wave linear representation of the basilar membrane displacement was not developed by Rose and his colleagues. This important interpretation first appears rather casually in Schroeder (1975) .
The striking thing about this figure is that it shows that the time-varying firing probability -estimated by the time-bin firing counts in 4,000 trials -corresponds very well with the stimulus waveform -modified by a cochlear filter, soft-halfwave rectifier and an AGC. Thus the first basic coding question is answered: the aspect of the cochlear output being pulse coded on each AN fiber is the half-wave rectified, lowpass filtered and AGC'd output of that IHC's BM filter -the output waveform of that IHC.
Bernoulli Coding
The refractory period of an AN fiber is longer than one sample interval (0.1ms) of the firing probability function being encoded. Hence, applying a firing probability to a fiber for one sample interval can result in only two possible outcomes -either a single pulse occurs or no pulse occurs. This event is properly modeled as a simple two-outcome probability experiment -a single Bernoulli trial.
Bernoulli coding consists of applying the same firing probability waveform, sample-by-sample, to a number of AN fibers simultaneously, thus carrying out multiple Bernoulli trials in each sample interval. The resulting firing density function -the number of firings in each sample interval -is a statistical estimate of the firing probability function.
The precision with which the firing probability waveform is represented by a firing density function is clearly related to the number of Bernoulli trials -the number of fibers to which the same firing probability waveform is applied. The low noise histogram of Figure 3 is an example of coding the same firing probability waveform on 4000 fibers, simulated in this case by 4000 presentations to the same fiber. We note that the number of Bernoulli trials must be less than the number of presentations since some fraction of the presentations will find a fiber in the refractory state during each sample interval.
Consider the firing density function produced by n Bernoulli trials to consist of two components: 1) a signal component directly proportional to the function being encoded and 2) a noise component, inherent in all probabilistic processes. We calculate the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) of these components as a measure of the precision with which the signal is being encoded, then we relate this precision to the number of Bernoulli trials and the number of fibers involved in the coding.
The probability distribution of number of firings resulting from n Bernoulli trials with firing probability p has a mean or signal value m = n*p, and a variance or noise power v = n*p (These well known results from binomial probability theory are detailed in Appendix A.). In terms of its average firing probability P and average number of Bernoulli trials N, the SNR of this firing density function (see Appendix A) is found as: SNR (dB) = 10*log (P*N) This gives the SNR in terms of N the average number of Bernoulli trials. Our objective, however, is to express SNR in terms of M, the number of fibers addressed by the same firing probability function. As noted earlier, M is different from N because every fiber is not available for a Bernoulli trial in every sample interval since some fibers are in a refractory state. The absolute refractory period dictates that each firing is followed by a 1 msec interval (ten 0.1 msec sample intervals) during which that fiber is not available for Bernoulli trials. Thus, in any one sample interval, the number of trials N is equal to M, the number of fibers addressed, less the sum of the firings over the past 1 msec -the past K sample intervals, where K = the ratio of the length of the refractory period to the length of the sample interval.
From Appendix A, the average number of Bernoulli trials N resulting from addressing M fibers with average firing probability P, and a refractory period K times longer than the sample interval, is calculated as: N = M/(1 + K*P) And the SNR in terms of the number of fibers M is now: SNR = 10*log[P*M / (1 + K*P)] The effect of the refractory period on the SNR of the Bernoulli coded firing density function is particularly clear in this expression. The refractory period reduces the number of Bernoulli trial fibers by the factor 1 / (1 + K*P), and reduces the SNR by 10*log (1 + K*P) dB. Table I shows the SNR of the density function produced by Bernoulli coding the firing probability function of Figure 5 (average firing probability = 0.015) on 10, 100, 1000, and 4000 fibers. The table shows that a modest precision of 10 dB or more requires many hundreds of fibers. TABLE 1. SNR of the firing probability function of Figure 3 (average firing probability = 0.015) on 10, 100, 1000, and 4000 fibers. 
Number of Fibers SNR (dB)

How are Cochlear Output Waveforms Encoded, and with What Precision
The information presented to the AN for transmission to the CNS is in the form of probability of firing (POF) functions produced by the ~3000 BM filter-IHC channels. These functions are, to a good first approximation, the halfwave rectified and lowpass filtered outputs of the BM filters. For typical input levels, the POFs are relatively broadband, multi-toned, and not necessarily periodic. The information transmitted to the CNS must be sufficient to allow the development of a narrowband spectrum with perceptual precision. We note that this requirement could be satisfied by transmitting the individual low-noise cochlear output functions to the CNS, as each -at typical input levels -contains the narrowband CF component of that channel -to be analyzed by the CNS. Cochlear physiology, however, limits the number of fibers addressed by one POF function to ~ 10, which, as shown in Table I , results in an encoding with a SNR of -8.8 dB -far too noisy to serve the high resolution spectrum analysis needs of perception.
The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that the signals being encoded on the AN and recovered at the CNS are not individual POF waveforms. The signals recovered at the CNS must be Bernoulli coded by a larger number of AN fibers than 10(see Table I ), therefore involving a number of POF waveforms -an ensemble of waveforms, for example, the sum of a number of channel outputs surrounding a particular channel.
The waveforms of neighboring channels will be similar but not identical. How will this affect the precision of the subsequent frequency analysis?
The solution that we suggest appeals to the well known fact that the bandwidths of the BM filters at typical listening levels are hugely overlapped. Consider the problem of a narrowband central analysis of the 1000 Hz component of the stimulus. This component is contained in the 1000 Hz channel output waveform and it is also contained in all the neighboring channels whose filters overlap this frequency. Thus the1000 Hz channel ensemble sum contains a number of similar copies of the 1100 Hz component, slightly phase shifted by latency, and each independently Bernoulli coded on ~10 AN fibers.
It is particularly interesting to note the role that the BM filter bandwidth and the related input level play in the AN coding process. BM filter bandwidths directly determine the number of copies and the precision of the subsequent frequency analysis. In our view, the broad tuning of basilar membrane filters, frequently viewed as a design flaw to be corrected at some later stage of processing is, in fact, not a design weakness at all but rather a functional element of the AN coding process.
4
Experimental Results and Discussion
The model was implemented in C and exercised on a very simple stimulus -a sustained 1 kHz tone at three intensity levels: 20, 60, and 90 dB SPL. The primary purpose of the experimental work at this stage was to determine if the response of the model was in general agreement with the SNR predictions that were developed by the Bernoulli coding theory. Figures 4 and 5 show the histogram time functions and their spectra resulting from sums of 10 fibers (one channel) and 1000 fibers (100 channels), for input levels (and corresponding filter banks) of 20, 60, and 90 dB. As expected, the histogram time function for 10 fibers and 20 dB input level is very sparse, and results in an SNR of 0.0, while, at the other extreme, the 1000 fiber sum with 90 dB input produces a very well defined low noise histogram and spectrum, and a SNR of 31.2 dB. The fiber sum of 1000 (100 channels, 1.0 mm. on the BM) is of particular interest because it is the size of one critical band (CB). Table 2 shows the SNR as the size of the fiber sum is varied through 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000. We note that the SNR appears to reach a limit with the CB sum of 1000 fibers.
The next phase of this study will examine the response of the model with slightly more complex stimuli -twotone and tone-and-noise inputs with particular attention to masking and suppression phenomena. 
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Appendix A
The histogram x(k) is produced by the firing-probability function p(k) applied to M auditory nerve fibers with absolute refractory periods = 10 time-bins. We calculate the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) of x(k). For N Bernoulli trials the expected value of x(k) is X= P * N and the variance V = N * P * (1 -P). Since P << 1 (p(k) max in Figure 3 is ~ 0.06 ) V ~ = P * N. Now we associate X with average signal amplitude, X*X with average signal power, and variance V with average noise power, then SNR of x(k) (dB) = 10 log (P * N). Note that N, the number of fibers executing Bernoulli trials in one time-bin is less than M, the total number of fibers, because the refractory period removes a fiber from service for 10 time bins following every firing. The average number of fibers lost in one time bin is then equal to the total number of firings in the previous 10 time-bins, which is 10*X, or 10*P*N, then: N = M -10*P*N, M = N (1 + 10*P), N = M / (1 + 10*P) and SNR in terms of M = 10 log (P * M (1 / (1 + 10*P))). The 10-bin refractory period is seen to scale the average number of Bernoulli trials down by 1/(1+(10*P)), and for the histogram of Figure 3 , with P = ~ 0.015 and M = 4000, N = 4000 / 1.15 = 3478, and SNR = 10 log (0.015 * 3478) = ~ 18.0 dB.
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